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FOREWORD

This report, Research on Servo Valves and Servo Systems, was
prepared by L. Axelrod, A. D'Andrea, B. Johnson and P. Weiss under
the supervision of T. J. Dunsheath, Technical Director of the Automatic
Control Syoterns Section, Cook Research Laboratories, Morton Grove,
Illinois, under Air Force Contract No. AF 33(616)-3341,"Hydrauic
Servo Control Valves". This is the fourth in a series of reports dealing
with electrohydraulic servo valves, and the second under the afore-
rnentioned contract. The first three were titled:

Part I: "A Summary of the Present State of the Art of
Electrohydraulic Servo Valves, " April 1955

Part II: "An Investigation of a Number of Representative
Electrohydraulic Servo Valves,, " August 1956

Part III: "State of the Art Summary of .lectrohydraulic Servo
Valves and Applications, " December 1956.

This report deals with several studies pertaining to the application
of servo valves to aircraft control systems. The work was administered
under the direction of the Aeronautical Research Laboratory, WADC.
with Mr. R. W. Rautio as supervising Task Scientist. This document is
inclassilied.
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ABSTRACT

This report deals with the following four investigations:

(1) % •xperimental verification of linearized analysis as applied

to electrohydraulic servo valves,

(2) investigation of the gain compensation of servo valves)

(3ý Analog study of a typical missile system) A,'

(4) Test of three new electrohydraulic servo valves.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

NATHAN L. KRISBERG

Colonel, USAF

Chief, Aeronautical Research

Laboratory

Directorate of Laboratories
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose

The work covered in this report was divided into four major -asks.
These are as follows:

(1) Experimental Verification of Linearized Analysis as Applied
to Electrohydraulic Servo Valves

(2) Investigation of Gain Compensation

(3) Analog Study of a Typical Missile Control System

(4) Test of Four New Electrohydraulic Servo Valves.

A fifth task, which was completed under this program, involved the for-
mulation of a set of preliminary specifications for the application of
electrohydraulic servo valves for missiles. These specifications have
been submitted to the .ir Force as a separate item and are not included

'•2-' in this report.

"The purpose of Task I was to investigate experimentally the valid-
r •ity of the linear analysis scheme developed during the previous contract.

In this technique, the dynamics of the valve are divided into two parts for
analytical purposes, the valve dynamics and the load dynamics. The
valve dynamics can be measured experimentally by means of no-load fre- t
quency response tests and such data are generally provided by the valve

WADC TR 55-29 Pt IV
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manufacturers. The load dynamics can be theoretically calculated from
data available srom the static pressure flow curves of the valve and the
known load characteristics such as magnitudes of inertia, -viscous dam.p-
ing, oil under compression, etc. The specific object of this study was to
determine whether the load dynamics as calculated frorn the above data
correspond to the load dynamics as measured experimentally by testing
the valve under load, and the degree of accuracy that can be expected.

The object of Task 2 was to determine whether gain compensation of
electrohydraulic servo valves is desirable from an over-all standpoint.
It had previously been found that gain compensation tended to reduce the
no-load response of the valve to some extent and caused the valve to be
more susceptible to null shifts. The intended purpose of gain compensa-
tion is to maintain the system gain constant over a large range of load
pressures, thus permitting the maintenance of system response over a
large range of load conditions. In this phase, an electrohydraulic servo
system utilizing a gain compensated valve was compared experimentally
with a system emplo/ing an uncomrpeusated valve under various load con-
ditions to determine the relative merits of gain compensation.

The purpose of Task 3 was to determine whether an electrohydraulic
control system could be conveniently simulated on an analog computer and
to determine to what extent analog testing could be used to suprlant bread-
board investigations. The study was performed utilizing the characteris-
tics of a typical high response missile flight control system.

The purpose of Task 4 was to test and evaluate the capabilities of
three of the most promising servo valves placed on the market during the
last year and a half. The valves selected for test were: Moog 2074,
Bendix Pacific HR-9, and Weston Mod 15690-1. In addition, data are pre-
sented on the Modified Bell SV-6C valve, which was tested daring the last
week of the previous contract.

B. Organization of the Report

Each oi the various tasks is included as a separate integral isection
in this report. Numerous references are made to the three previous
reports under this study to minimize duplication. However, for sake of
completeness, a few qraphs and illustrations which were contained in the
previous reports are also included in this report.

Chapter LU covers the linearized analysis study while Chapter III
takes up the gain compensation investigation. Chapter IV presents the

WADC TR 55-Z9 Pt IV 2



results of the analog study phase and Chapter V presents an analysis and
summary of the test results of the valves tested during the valve test
phase. The actual graphs of the experimental data are contained in
Appendices I and II.

WADC TR 55-29 Pt IV 3



CHAPTERk II

LINEARIZED ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

Because of the rapid growth and development of electrohydraulic
servo valves, generalized design data have not been readily available.
Many of the valve manufacturers have used different means to describe
the performance of their valves, especially from a dynamic standpoint.
As a result, control system designers have lacked a method for sys-
tematically selecting the proper valve for a given design installation.
Quite often, the designer has purchased several valves which appear to
meet his static and dynamic requirements ad has selected the one which
performs best in the actual or simulated system.

The static data available to the designer are flow gain, pressure-
flow characteristic curves, hysteresis, quiescent flow, etc. ; the dy-
namic data include the no-load frequency response and phase shift. If it
were possible to predict the dynamic contributions of the valve-load com-
bination, enough information would be available to permit direct synthesis
of the system without recourse to costly, time-consuming, trial-and-
error experimentation.

One of the objects of this study was to develop a method of analysis
which is based completely on data that can be obtained in experimental
tests of flow control valves and a knowledge of the load and dynamics of
the rest of the system.

B. Previous Work

As discussed in greater detail in WADC TR 55-29, Part I1, the dy-

namic contribution of the valve-load combination ("load dynamics") can
be expressed as a transfer function relating actuator output to second
stage spool displacement. This transfer function was derived under the
assumption that the pressure-flow curves could be considered straight

WADC TR 55-29 Pt IV 4



lines over the region of operation. Such an assumption is similar to th&.t
made for the small signal analysis of Class A vacuum tube amplifiers,
where the static characteristic curves are considered to be parallel, equi-
distant, straight lines.

As derived therein, the transfer function for an oil-spring-mass
system is:

00 KI A / K 3 M

o 3I.- S3 +(K 2 /iK3 +B / M)s + (K B + A2 + KK 3)" +K2 K

K 3 M K 3M

where:

0 = actuator displacement (in.)O

8i = spool displacement (in.)

K = valve gain, 3/Q 6 i / P. L = Constant (in3 /ma-sec)

A = area of actuator (in 2 )

K3 = compressibility constant = K 3 ' + K 3 "

3 oil compressibility constant = --- (in5 /lb)K3 
2 0

*K311 = tubing compressibility constant = .. (in 5 /b)
2 9t

*In. a gain-compensated valve, this relationship reldtes output position to
input differential current because the static relationship between spool
position and differential current is not constant, but dependent on flow
forces.

**AlIthough this term is customarily neglected, it rmay contribute as much

as 10 per cent to the value of K3.
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Vo = volume of oil on one side of actuator (in 3 )

Ro = bulk modulus of oil (lb/in2 )

Vt = volume of tubing on one side of actuator (in 3 )

13 t = bulk modulus of tubing (lb/in2 )

K 2  = valve damping coefficient = CI + C2  (in 5 /lb-sec)

C01 = slope of valve curves = aQ/ 8P (in 5 /lb-sec)

C2  = actuator leakage coefficient (in5/lb-sec)

B = viscous friction coefficient (lb-sec/in)

K = spring constant (lb/in)

s = Laplacian operator

To simplify the analysis, only an oil-mass load was considered.
For this system,

t.

Beo KI A/K3 M

e + (K /K 3 + B/M)s + (K 2B + Az)

K 3 M

The denominator of Equation (2) can be compared with the characteristic
equation of a second order system:

a 2 +( K 2 + B() go +)K2B + A22+twnzn = a z+ 3
K 3  M K3M

Therefore, 2 2n = K2 + B (4)
K 3  M

W 2= K 2 B + A2  (5)
K 3 M
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Equations (4) and (5) indicate that it should be possible to predict
the damping ratio and undamped natural angular velocity ( C and w.) of an
oil-mass system by knowing the system parameters (A, B, M and V) and
the static characteristics of the valve. The most important static char-
acteristics are K 2 , the valve damping, and K 3 , the oil compressibility.

Statically, K 2 is the sum of the slope of the pressure-flow curves
and the actuator leakage. Dynamically, however, K 2 will vary instan-
taneously as the point of operation varies with time. By comparing the
value of K 2 obtained from dynamic measure~ments with that obtained
statically, it ahould be possible to find a means of picking one representa-
tive value of K2 from the static curves which will yield the most satisfac-
tory results over the entire range of operation.

A major part of the dynamic test program was devoted to the experi-
mental determination of t and wn. From a knowledge of those constants,
K 2 was calculated and compared with static values.

In the earlier study, it was assumed that B = 0. With this assump-
tion, Equations (4) and (5) were solved:

K3 = A 2 /M 61h (6)

K~2 2A 2
z 2CA? (7)

Mwh

A reported in Part U., very good agreement existed between the dynamic
XK3 calculated from Equation (6) and the static K3 calculated from the
equ. tion, K3 = V/20 .

However, the dynamic K? calculated from Equation (7) was consid-
erably hiVer than the static K? calculated from the slope of the pressure-
flow curves. OQ•

It was concluded that the nonrigidity of the test stand was partially
responsible for the additional damping: forces developed during the load
tests were so great that the I-beam supports (two concrete pillars) vi-
brat.ed with large amplitude and ener-gy was dissipated in the floor.

A more rigid, dynamic teftf stand was designed as a means of reduc-
ig the damping contributed by t.he I-beanx-pillar -floor system. A
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description ol the new test stand is contained in the next section.

Another limitation of the old test setup was the lack of equipment for
measuring load pressure under dyuamic conditions. Such information
would have been useful in determining, the exact extent of the damping
forces; it would also have provided valuable data on the range of operating
load pressures for any particular valve-load combination.

It was decided to use a larger actuator for the load tests. A larger
actuator would also have a longer stroke, permitting measurements to be
made at frequencies lower than those previously used.

C. Experimental Setup

The new dynamic test stand consists of a 60 cubic foot block of re-
inforced concrete standing 5 feet high and sunk approximately 2. 5 feet
into the floor (see Fig. 1). This 8500 pound block has a 400 pound

Figure 1. View of New Dynamic Test Stand

10 x 10 steel I-beam embedded in it, with only its top flange exposed.
Bolted to the top flange of the embedded I-beam is a 600 pound 12 x 12
steel I-beam. The upper flange of this beam is used as the dynamic test

WADC TR 55-29 Pt IV 8



bed, supporting both the load and the no-load actuators.

The load actuator (see Fig. 2) has a 4 inch a tr oke and a 0. 96 in2

04A

Figure 2. View of New Load Actuator

piston area. Mounted inside the actuator output shaft is a Sanborr 'V4
linear velocity pickoff. Externally mounted is a 4 Inci 151,&Lnini 1 - ear
potentiomneter used as a po -sitional pickoff. Matched Dynisco pressure
transdu&cers rated at 3000 pai are mounted at the actuator load ports
(see Fig. 3). A schematic of the pressure transducer circuitry appears
in Fig. 4.
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D. Experimental Procedures

1. Preliminary

After the new test

setup was installed, pre-
liminary dynamic tests
were made to check out
the new test stand. These
early runs, which were
conducted at 60 per cent
and 100 per cent of rated
differential current,
yieldedpoor results. The
plots of amplitude vs. fre-
quency did not exhibit the
characteristic rise of a
second order system. As
Fig. 5 shows, the peak
of the 60 per cent curve
seemed to be clipped off.

Subsequent fre-

quency response tests
using the newly installed
pressure transducers re- Figure 3. View of Pressure Transducers
vealed that, for values of
differential current above 20 plr cent rated, the load pressure reach-
ed approximately 3000 psi well. ofore the resonant frequency and re-
mained at 3000 psi until well after the resonant frequency, exhibiting
what will hereafter be termed as pressure saturation.

In order to avoid the nonlinear effects of pressure saturation
occurring at the higher input currents, all load tests except one were
run at 20 per cent of rated differential current.

The one excert.ion was tests involving the Mo og 1402C which
exhibited a small amount of pressure saturation at 20 per cent.
Figure 6 shows a plot of the load pressure vs. frequency for two
input amplitudes of differential current for the Moog 1402C showing
that the latter is still pressure saturating at 20 per cent. The tests
on the 1402C were conducted at both 20 per cent and 60 per cent
rated current.

WADC TR 55-29 Pt IV 10
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Figure 6. Load Pressure vs. Frequency for Moog
1402-C Valve - 20 Per Cent and 60 Per

Cent Rated Differential Current
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It is desirable to maintain the input amplitude as high as pos-
sible (below pressure saturation) to permit operation out of the leak-
,qge range of the valve, where the gain is low, and out of the low
pressure sensitivity range, where coulomb friction effects become
serious.

Other preliminary tests were conducted to determine various
load characteristics such as leakage, viscous friction, etc., which
could not be determined analytically.

The effective viscous damping coefficient (B) was determined
by applying a low frequency sinusoidal input signal to a servo valve-
driven actuator, operating unloaded, and measuring the output veloc-
ity of the actuator and the differential pressure developed across it.
Since the actuator mass (M) is small, the acceleration forces at low
frequencies will be small compared with those developed by actuator
friction, both viscous and coulomb.

Thus,

F A PLB B e+ Fc (8)

where A is the actuator area, PLB is the differential pressure on
the actuator, 0 is the actuator velocity, and F is the applied force
on the actuator. The value of A is known; PL and 6 can be measured
during the run. B can therefore be computed as follows:

-A PLB Fc
SB =,(9 )

The stiction (static friction), F 6 , was determined by meas-
uring the pressure necessary to Just start the actuator moving in
one direction and multiplying this pressure by the actuator area.
Thus

Fg= A PLs (10)

Figure 7 shows qualitatively how stiction is related to
coulomb friction as a function of velocity. It can be seen that at all
but the very low frequencies, only coulomb friction (and, of course,
viscous damping) will be present.

WADC TR 55-29 Pt IV 13



Experience has
shown that coulomb fric- ..isrcTg
tion is approximately ,
one-fourth the value of
stiction. In this case, MCLOW FRICTIM

the measured value of
the coulomb friction VELOCITY

force, Fc, was suffi-
ciently smaller than the
total measured force,
PLB A, to justify the
latter being considered
as pure viscous damp-
ing for analytical pur- Figure 7. Stiction and Coulomb Friction
poses. vs. Velocity

The actuator leakage coefficient, C 2 , was determined exper-
imentally by measuring the leakage flow across the actuator piston
at various load pressures over the range of 0 to 3000 psi. These
flows were divided by the corresponding load pressures. Thus

cz =Q/PL ( )

A plot of C 2 vs. load pressure was made for the entire pressure
range.

Because the density, bulk modulus, and viscosity of the oil
are sensitive to temperature changes, it is possible that the nat-
ural frequency and damping may also be highly temperature sensi-
tive. To verify this experimentally, the resonant frequency of the
oil-mass combination and the velocity amplitude and phase shift at
resonance of a particular load combination were measured over the
range of temperatures encountered during the frequency response
tests, namely 100oF to 150OF.

2. Dynamic Tests

The actual dynamic tests consisted of frequency response runs
in wbich the maximum input amplitude was held constant and the
maximum amplitude and phase of the output velocity were recorded
over a frequency range of 10 to 100 cps. The resultant frequency
response data contain the combined effect of the no-load character-
istics of the valve termed valve dynamics and the valve-load

WADC TR 55-29 Pt IV 14



characteristics termed load dynamics. The load dynamics can be
obtained by subtracting the no-load characteristics from the above
test results. The resulting data can then be plotted in the form of
Bode plots in which the amplitude ratio is plotted in decibels and
phase shift in degrees, both as functions of frequency.

The system constants t , and wn are extracted from the exper-
imental results in the following manner. The Bode plot of the load
dynamics is compared with a normalized plot of the frequency re-
sponse of a second order system (see Fig. 8). The value of • is

20

0 -60

U W& GUN 0#40pft an M ft."• r ft &M % 01")f

Figure 8. Frequency Response of Second-Order System

obtained by matching the experimental curve with the theoretical
second order curve with the same peak amplitude. wn is calculated
by using the following equation.

I/_
w = 2 wf n = 2 Wf r/( I _ 2 t2z) (12)
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where fr is the resonant frequency obtained from the experimental
curves.

ts described previoirsly, values for wn and t can also be ob-
tained by utilizing Equations (4) and (5). It was the purpose of this
inrestigation to compare the results obtained by using these two
methods and to determine what points on the static pressure-flow
curves should be used for determining K21

The tests were conducted utilizing four valves: the Mdoog
1402X and 1402C and the Cadillac Gage FC-2 and PC-2 valves.
Four different mass loads providing two oil-mass natural frequencies
were employed with each valve. Thus, one oil-mass natural frequen-
cy was obtained by utilizing two combinations of load mass and oil
volume, one a large mass and a small oil volume, the other a small
mass and a large oil volume. These combinations were employed to
assist in pinpointing the cause of discrepancies between theory and
practice, if any.

E. Test Results

1. Preliminary Tests

a. Viscous Damping

Two independent runs at different values of differential
current were made to determine the viscous damping (B). Each
run yielded B = 10 lb/sec in. Since the maximum velocity at
20 per cent rated differential current is about 10 in/sec, the
maximum force exerted by viscous damping is about 100 pounds.

b. Coulomb Friction

r Tne value of stiction was found to be approximately 50
pounds. The value of coulomb friction is about 12.5 pounds.
At 20 per cent rated differential current, this is sufficiently
less than the viscous damping to be neglected except as it influ-
enced the viscous friction measurements.

c. Actuator Leakage Coefficient

Figure 9 is a plot of the actuator leakage and the actuator
leakage coefficient as functions of load pressure. For all

WADC TR 53-29 Pt IV 16
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! Figure 9. Actuator Leakalle and Leakage Coefficient vs. Load Pressure

i!practical purposes. C? = 2.8 x 10-4 inS/Ib-sec over most of the

• • entire range of operation.

Sd Effect of Temperature on Resonance

X Figure 10 is a plot of the resonant frequency and the yre-
:l locity amplitude aus functions of inlet oil temperature. As the
'• plot shows. there is a very slight consistent decrease in the
;'i• velocity ampl~itude with increaslingi temperature. The resonant
S~frequency varied by approsimately 4 per cent over the tempera-

ture rang~e. Theoretically it should vary by approidmately 7 per
:, cent. The effect of temperature on phase shift was inconclusive.
SPhase near resonance was difficult to measure because of its

rapid falloff and because of poor wavef orm.
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'° Te'tiLIELI- - ------- "
2. Dynamic Test ggg

Results1111+ -

The dynamic • 11 1 -

test results are pre- -
sented in graphical I f"-• .. .

form in Appendix I 1 . ---

It will be noticed that .

both amplitude and v • II .... ---
phase of the load dy- - - -

namis.El have been PM A~z:,:~::
plotted. Values for 9 -I U0 NU

can also be obtained tm.A,,( ' ',
by comparing the res-
onant frequency with
the frequency at 90 Figure 10, Resonant Frequency and
degrees which should Velocity Amplitude Ratio
occur at the natural vs. Oil Temperature
frequency (wn) and
utilizing Equation (12). However, this technique did not provide as
consistently accurate results as that described previously on page 16.

'The damping ratios and natural and resonant frequencies have
been determined from the amplitude curves and. are presented in
Tables I and 2. In addition, the values for t and wn as computed
from the static valve characteristics and known load data are pre-
sented. Values for C are listed for two values of K 2 , one taken at
zero load pressure and one taken at 1000 psi load presslure.

Legend:

SI Obtained from comparison of load dynamics curve
with the normalized second order curve, Fig. 8

CZ Calculated from Equation (4) with K2 obtained by

measuring the slope of the pressure-flow curves
at P =0

C3 Calculated from Equation (4) with K 2 obtained by
measuring the slope of the pressure-flow curves
atP = 1000psi
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"Wnl Calculated from Equation (12)

On2 Calculated from Equation (14)

Wr Measured resonant frequency.

F. Discussion of Results

1. Flow Control Valves

It can be seen by examination of Table I that very good agree-
ment existed between the values of u), obtained experimentally and
those obtained analytically. Although similarly numbered runs had

the same mass and the same oil volume, the calculated values of wn
were slightly different because of the variations in oil temperature.

The difference between the experimental and calculated values
of Wn was consistently less than 6 per cent except for Runs I and 2 of
the Moog 1402X; on these runs, the error was approximately 9 per
cent. It is believed that these results are satisfactory for synthesis
purposes.

The values of • did not agree as closely as did the values of
un, the average error being 21 per cent of the calculated value.
However, in most applications the damping would have to be in-
creased to a value of 0. 6 or more, making small errors in the damp-
ing ratio negligible. Furthermore, this damping ratio is of less im-
portance when the complete electrohydraulic servo loop is considered.

Runs I and 2 with the Moog 1402C did not exhibit the same
agreement between values of C as was obtained on other trials. It
will be shown in the following paragraphs that this lack of agreement
was due to system saturation caused by the low valve damping of the
1402C.

Our work has shown that the transfer function relating load
pressure and differential current can be written:

PL KIS/K 3 + KiB/K 3M

8 +(K2 + B ) a + K2 BA
K 3  M K 3 M
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TABLE I SUMMARY OF RESULTS FLOW CONTROL VALVES

Moog 1402C C1 t2 wnl Wn2

Run 1 0.12 0.UJ3 0.05 337 345 333

2 0.10 0.04 0.06 387 409 363

3 0.07 0.05 0.07 350 355 346

4 0.06 0.06 0. 07 396 412 395

Moog 1402X

1 0.14 0.14 0.14 320 350 314

2 0.12 0.13 0.13 383 417 377

3 0.10 0.13 0.13 342 354 339

4 0.10 0.13 0.13 394 405 390

Cadillac FC - 2

1 0.15 0.12 0.15 347 352 339

2 0.10 0.12 0.14 400 414 396

3 0.10 0.12 0.14 346 358 344

4 0.09 0.12 0.13 408 410 405

Run No. Weight (Ib) Volumes (in 3 )

Manifolds

Tubing and C ylinde r T otal

1 139.3 5.35 2.70 8.05

2 100.2 5.35 2.70 8.05

3 95.9 8.86 2.70 11,56

4 71.4 8.86 2.70 11.56
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In this equation, A, B, K3 arid M are functions only of the system,
K1 (valve gain) is a function only of the valve, and K2 (valve damping)
is a function of both the valve (C1 = slope of pressure-flow curves)
and the system (C2 = actuator leakage coefficient).

The anomalous values of C were probably not due to any of
the system parameters, because this same system gave satisfactory
results with the Moog 140ZX and the Cadillac Gage FC-2. Further-
more, comparison of the 1402C and the 140ZX shows that they have
almost the same valve gain (K 1 = 4 in 3 /sec-ma). By a process of
elimination, the only factor left is C 1 , the slope of the pressure-flow
curves. This slope is negative for the fulUy gain-compensated 1402C
and almost zero for the slightly compensated 1402X. Since leakage
is a constant and since K2 = C 1 + C7, K, is considerably less for the
1402C than for the 1402X.

For a flow control valve, K2 B << A2 . Therefore, wn is essen-
tially independent of the value of K2 .

1/2
w = A/(K 3M) (14)

However, • is dependent on the value of K2

2. iwn = K 2 /K 3 + B/M (15)

Since K2 is less for the 1402C, it follows that C is also less for the
1402C than for 1402X.

Examination of the family of frequency response curves for a
second order system with C as a parameter shows that, as t be-
comes smaller, the amplitude ratio not only starts to rise sooner but
also rises faster and higher.

If these various considerations are applied to Equation (13), it
can be seen that for any constant W, PL will increase faster and
reach the supply pressure of 3000 psi at a lower frequency with the
1402C than with the 1402X. This accounts for the clipped off appear-
ance of the load dynamics curve for the 1402C (Fig. 11).
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In other words

the lower valve damp- - _-

ing inherent in a gain- -RA¢ -d-
compensated valve M 01

results in a faster, "% "E• As

higher response. ate_ H94

Consequently, load I _ _ _

pressure reaches sup- ______

ply pressure before 0-----

the system is at res-
onance. The result- - __

ing curve has the ap-
pearance of a system
with a larger C than NEWmui I
it actually possesses.

Figure 11. Frequency Response of Moog
Although this 1402C Valve - 20 Per Cent

discussion explains Rated Differential Current
why the 1402C at 20
per cent rated A7 experienced system saturation and the 1402X did
not, it does not explain why this effect occurred only on Runs 1 and 2.
The following explanation will consider this aspect of the problem.
If Equation (14) is substituted into Equation (15), we obtain

2C A / (K 3 M) 1/2 = KZiK 3 + B/M (16)

Solving for • , we obtain

K2 (M/K 3 ) / ± B(K 3 /M) 1/2 (17)

2A

1//2
It can be seen that if K2 (M/K 3 ) < < B (K 3 /M) , • will de-

pend only on the second term of the equation. For the 1402C, this
inequality is satisfied. Therefore

= B (K 3 /M) !/2 /2A (18)
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Now. Runs 1 and 2 were made with larger masses and smaller
oil volumes than Runs 3 and 4. Since K3 = V/20 , the use of the
smaller volume resulted in a smaller value of K 3 . Therefore, C on
Runs 1 and 2 was so much smaller tham on Runs 3 and ,! that the satu-
ration effect discussed previously produced anomalous values of C .

Run 1 was repeated on the 1402C at 10 per cent rated differen-
tial current instead, of the usual 20 per cent. The use of half as much
differential current resulted in approximately half as much load pres-
sure being developed at any given frequency, reducing the possibility
of early system saturation. Because the slope of the pressure-flow
curves is decidedly less negative at lower differential rcrrents, the
use of reduced differential current also restAted in a larger value of
valve damping. As discussed previously, the larger valve damping
produces a larger value of t ; this larger • also contributed to
reduction of system saturation.

Figure 12 r - -

shows the resulting
load dynamics fre- as" 04.c C-

quency response at t Ran &A
10per cent W. By W-Wr I y
comparison with - -M 0-

published curves, " -

S= O .07 5 . B y c al- I _ - - -

culation based on a ____ __

K2 with slope meas- 0 ---

ured at null, C = I N
0.067. The agree- -s

ment in values of
is sufficiently close -lo *
to verify the analy- P'NU' ,e

sis presend i thin r Figure 12. Frequency Response of Moog
section of the report. 1402C - 10 Per Cent Rated

The data in Differential Current

Table I show that the
best point for the measurement of the slopes of the pressure flow
curves (CI), is near zero load pressure.

It is interesting to compare the results of this investigation
with those reported in WADC TR 55-29, Part II. The parameters
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K 3 and K 2 can be computed from the experimental results utilizing
Equations (6) and (7), respectively. Typical values for K3 and K 2

are 2 x 10-S in 5 /lb and 0.7 x 10-3 in 5 /lb-sec, respectively, when
utilizing the following data:

t= 0.1

0n = 375 rad/sec

B = 10lb sec/in

M = 0.25 lb sec 2 /in

A = 0.96 in2

This typical K 2 is approximately one-third to one-eighth the
value of KZ reported in Part H. The question naturally arises:
since K2 and K 3 are interrelated by Equations (4) and (5), how could
the static and dynamic values of K 3 have shown such good agreement,
whereas the values of K2 did not? This question can be answered by
consideration of Equations (4) and (S), which are repeated here for
convenience.

2t n= K2 /K 3 + B/M (19)

(An = (K 2 B +A 2 )/K 3 M (20)

First, calculation of the numerator of Equation (5), using
typical system values, shows that K2 B is much less than A2 ; actually
the error in wn2 resulting from the neglect of K 2 B is approximately
I per cent. That is,

wn2 w A2 /K 3 M (2t)

or,

K3 A2/wn2 M (22)

Since B was assumed zero in the previous report, and since
K2 3 actually is negligible in Equation (5), the value of K 3 obtained
from Equation (5) will agree with that obtained from Equation (6).
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It is this agreement in K 3 , whether calculated from Equation (5) or
(6), that explains the good results reported in TR 55-29, Part II.

Calculation of the terms in Equation (4) will show that K2 /K 3
is the same order of magnitude as B/M. Therefore, the assumption
that B = 0 results in a calculated K2 approximately twice that which
was obtained in Equation (7).

As mentioned earlier in this report, system saturation at
higher input differential currents resulted in a clipped-off curve.
This curve had the approximate appearance of a second order system
with a C of 0.3 to 0,5. The net result of solving for K2 from
Equation (19), with a value of t three to five times too large and
with B = 0, is a calculated value of K2 which can be anywhere from
4 to 10 times larger than that expected.

These factors, plus the nonrigidity of the test stand (already
discussed), account for the unusually high damping reported in
TR 55-29, Part II.

2. Pressure Control Valves

For a pressure-control valve, the values for C1 and conse-
quently K• are very large. Consequently, the approximation that
K2 B <( AV is no longer valid and Equation (5), instead of Equation
(14), must be used to find wn.

It can be seen by examination of Table 2 that very good

TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE

Cadillac PC-2
Cexp , calc Wnexp Wncalc Wr

Run 2 .15 2.3 580 562 565

3 .10 2.7 556 483 552

4 .09 2.3 600 560 596

Note. Same load conditions as listed in Table 1.
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agreement existed between the values of wn obtained experimentally
and those obtained analtically. The average difference between tJ'e
two values of wn was 7 per cent.

However, the calculated value of C indicated overdamping,
whereas the experimental values of C indicated considerable under-
damping. No satisfactory explanation yet exists for the poor corre-
lation between these two values.

Possibly the effect of flow forces on the dynamic characteris-
tics of the second stage spool is not negligible with a pressure-control
valve. Another possibility is that the load dynamics cannot be ade-
quately represented by a second order characteristic equation. In any
event, further study of pressure-control valves will be necessary to
obtain a completely satisfactory method of analysis.

G. Y',lectrical o

I. Introduction

In order to increase the understanding of the interrelationships
in an electrohydraulic servo system, two electrical analogs are pre-
sented. Both analogs, with appropriately chosen electrical parame -

ters, satisfy the three basic equations used in TR 55-29, Part II, to
derive Equation (2) of ýhis report. However, as will be seen shortly,
the constant-current analog more adequately represents a flow-con-
trol valve and the constant-voltage analog is more suitable for repre-
senting a pressure-control valve.

The first basic equation satisfied by either analog describes
the forces acting on the oil-mass combination:

APL = M 2eo + Bs e (23)

The second basic equation relates load flow to valve flow:

Qv = Ao 0 s + C2 PL + K3 s PL (Z4)

The third basic equation is the equation of a linearized
pressure-flow curve:

Cv = K Iji - CI PL (25)
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2. Constant-Current Source

One electrical analog that satiufies Equations (23) to (25) is a
parallel network driven by a constant-current generator (Fig. 13).

In this circuit, the electrical parameters have the following
hydraulic analogs:

E = APL I = KI10

R1 = A/C 1  = C IPL

C = K3 /A I2 = K3s PL

R2 = A/C 2  13 =C 2 PL

L = M/A 14 = A60 s

R 3 = B/A in = Qv

This analog is particularly appropriate for a flow-control
valve, where CI is very smafl and consequently R ( = A/CI) is
very large. In this case, the valve acts very much like a constant-
current source.

Application of conventional nk:,•.lork analysis leads to:

14 +1 I/LC (26)
.2+( I + + R3 1(26 R+R

RIC RzC LC R2

SuLatitution of analog equivalents yields the familiar relation:

Os 8 KI A/K 3 M (27)

ei +K2B + A2
S2(K2 BB_ +(KZB

K 3 K3 M
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3. Constant Voltage Source

Another electrical analog can be obtained by using as a driving
source the Thevenin's equivalent circuit of the network to the left of
terminals 1-1' in Fig. 13. (See Fig. 14.)

In this circuit, 10
the electrical param- - - I

eters have the fol-
lowing hydraulic T
analogs: t

E = Kjei A/C 1

El = A PL "3)

I Q v

1 =AK3; PL

12  CZ PL 0_w
ItoI

1 3 A e[0  8 1 1 11 L

(All other parameters
have the same hy-
draulic analogs as in C -,
the constant-current
circuit.) This analog
is especially appro-.
priate for a pressure-
control valve, where
CI is very large and 0I
consequently R 1 is
very small. In this Figure 13. Constant Current Electrical Analog
case the valve acts of Electrohydraulic Servo Valve
very much like a
constant-voltage Figure 14. Constant Voltage Electrical Analog
source. of Electrohydraulic Servo Valve

Using conventional network analysis, we obtain:
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E/RILC
13 + + + R 3  R3 (28)

RIC RZC ) LC--V Z

Substitution of analog equivalents again yields Equation (27). An
ordinary servo valve can be adequately represented by either analog.
However, in the limiting cases of perfectly horizontal or perfectly
vertical pressure-flow curves, it is necessary to use the appropriate
electrical analog to obtain physically meaningful relationships.

H. Conciusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the linear analysis
phase of the valve study:

(1) The linear analysis approach produces satisfactory results
when applied to a flow-control valve

(a) The undamped natural angular velocity (wn) can be very
closely approximated by the relation: wn = A / ( K3 M )1 2

(b) The damping ratio (C ) can be fairly well predicted from

the relation: 2 t = K2  + B , with the valve damping (K2 )

K3  M

obtained by measuring the slope of the pressure-flow curves
at 0 psi.

(Z) The linear analysis approach permits very good calculation of
the undamped natural angular velocity (wn) of a system u ing a
pressure-control valve, by use of the relation: n = 2 B +

I K3 M
However, further study is required to obtain a satisfactory rr.thod
of predicting the damping ration (t ).

Assuming no valve saturation, the over-all relationship between
actuator output position and input differential current can be ex-
pressed as a fourth order transfer function:
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go 
K A/K 3 M

s (T +. ..1).... .. .K2B+;A 2
SF (Ts + 1) [ + (Kz/K 3 + B/M) 8 + ( 2 K 3 M +A

where l/(Ts + 1) is the valve dynamics and the remainder is the load
dynamics.

A block diagram of an open-loop electrohydraulic servo system
using this transfer function is presented in Fig. 15.

Figure 1b. block Iiagram of Electrohydraulic Servo Valve (Open Loop)
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CHAPTER III

GAIN COMPENSATION

A Description

The pressure-flow characteristics of a variable area orifice can be
represented by a set of parabolic curves similar to the solid line curves
of Fig. 16. The characteristics of a servo valve in which the output spool
position i6 proportional to the input
current are similarly shaped, the pa-
rameter being differential current and
represented by the following relation- - - -- -

ship:

Q : AlI (Ps" PL- 1/2 I %

where Q = output flow

K = constant

&I = differential current " - "

PL = load pressure

PS = supply pressure
(assuming drain UM Ps

pressure equal to
zero) Figure 16. Typical Pressure

Flow Curves
Differentiating Q with respect
to AW

WD 5 = K(Pst I 31
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Thus, the flow gain of the valve, c Q , --aries as the square root of the
load pressure. aAI

In many control appitations, it is desirable to have a constant gain
irrespective of the load variations. This is not possible with a valve with
parabolic pressure-flow cha-ractea.It¼o% as shown above. For instance,
the flow gain is down to about 82 per cent of its no-load value when the load
pressure is one-third supply pressure and to about 58 per cent of its no-
load value at two-thirds supply pressure. At large load pressures, the
gain drops off very rapidly until it reaches zero at a load pressure equal
to full supply pressure.

The purpose of this particular investigation was to determine whether
it is desirable to compensate the valve to maintain constant gain over a
wider range of load pressure (see dotted line curve of Fig. 16). However,
before considering that problem, a description of how gain compensation is
physically ae:complieihed will be presented.

If the gain compensation is to be performed within the valve, it is
necessary for the valve to sen the actual flow rate and compensate for
the variance in flow at the variio'us load pressures. One method would be
to develop a pressure proportional to this flow and feed the pressure back
to the first stage, as a force in the opposite sense to the electromagnetic
drive input. This has been tried in a number of valves, but to date, con-
siderable difficulty has been experienced in obtaining repeatable results.
Apparently the tolerances must be held closer than is possible under the
production techniques presently being used in the manufacture of valves.

One technique which has been quite successful is applicable only to
valves utilising cipring restrained output stages. This covers all single
stage valves and all the Moog type valves.

To see how this compensation works, a conventional flapper nozzle,
two-stage valve with a spring restrained output stage (see Fig. 17) will be
analyzed. If the steady state forces acting on the valve spool are totaled,
the following equation results:

API = KIAI = 2K 2 aS + FL (1)

where P = differential pressure across the spool ends

A = area of the spool
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KI = constant

KZ = spring constant

of each spring F-PLAPPER
restraining the
spool

41 = differential
current

AP

1S = spool position

FL= flow forcesPD

The flow forces are defined --

by the relationship, FL = K 3 Q x 0.0 1
1/2* VA

(S- PL Furthermore,

according to the Bernoulli t
relationship S(TO LOAD)

Q = K4 0S(PS - PL)I/Z (2)

where K4 includes the combined
influence of the orifice area and Figure 17. Typical Two-Stage Flapper
orifice coefficient and PL is load Nozzle Spring-Restrained
pressure. Second Stage Servo Valve

Equating,

KI &I = (P 5 Q + K 3 Q (PS - PL) (3)K4 (PS- PL)

or

K1 &I =[KI (PS - PL) - 1/2 + K 3 (PS - PL) .I/2]Q (4)

" "Axial Forces on Control Valve Pistons", by S. Lee, J. F. Blackburn,

DACL, MIT.
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whe re

K' 2 K
K4

In order for Q to be constant over a range of load pressures, the
terms within the brackets must be constant or

K' (PS. PL) - 1/2 + K 3 (PS" PL) + 1/2 constant

It is quickly evident that this relation can only be satisfied at a single
point. However, by properly selecting the relationship between the con-
stants K' and K,, the bracketed term of Equation (4) (which represents the
impedance of the valve) can be made approximately constant over a wide
range of load pressures. Two examples are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 to

0.4-

040

o.U

05-3

O'S

~1"402 C

03,

Figure 18. Valve Impedance Curves
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Figure 19. Actual Pressure Flow Curves

illustrate this effect. In Fig. 18 curves are plotted for both the individual
terms in the brackets and the wracketed term itself for two values of gain
compensation. The curves labeled 1402C and 1402X represent the result-
ant curves and very closely describe the pressure flow characteristics of
actual valves. The resultant curve for the 1402C shows slight over-gain
compensation while the 1402X curve is fairly flat to 2000 psi. This is
illustrated more clearly in Fig. 19 where the inverse of these curves, or
the actual pressure-flow characteristics, are plotted. In an actual valve
construction, gain compensation is obtained by reducing the spring constant
of the restraining springs (K2 ), decreasing the output from the first stage
(KI) and possibly increasing the orifice size (K4) by varying the port size,
depending on the flow desired.

B. Need for Gain Compensation

A gain compensated valve may be desirable for several reasons,
First, it may be necessary to maintain the actuator shaft speed approxi-
mately constant over a range of loads. One example might be a large
ground based radar antenna driven by a rotary hydraulic motor. Since
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these antennas may be quite large, wind gusts can create fairly large loads
on the hydraulic motor. By utilizing a gain compensated valve, the speed
can be maintained fairly constant over a large range of wind loads. Of
course, this can also be accomplished with the use of tachometer feedback
but with a considerable amount of added complication since high accuracy
in controlling speed in this application is not necessary.

Another application for which a gain compensated valve could be used
is flow limiting. This is most often done with a flow-sensitive variable ori-
fice valve in one of the supply, drain :r load lines (see TR 55-29, Part II).
Another method is to employ a saturating amplifier in conjunction with elec-
trohydraulic servo valve. In this case tk servo valve limits at a flow
dictated by the amplifier. If the valve is gain compensated, the limiting
speed can be maintained constant over a wide range of load pressures and
no sacrifice in performance need be made at a particular load condition.

The aforementioned applications for gain compensated valves are
realistic. There is no doubt but that the control systems would perform
as predicted. However, there has been considerable cfisagreement as to
the need for gain compensated valves to improve the response of hydraulic
servos under load.

Because gain compensation requir -s the reduction of the first stage
gain for a particular output flow, response is apt to be lowered when
compared with a noncompensated valve. This can be seen by comparing
the test results of the Moog 1402C and 1402X valves (see TR 55-29, Part
II). While the variance is not great, the 1402X shows a definite superiority
in response over the 1402C. Gain compensated valves also appear to be
more susceptible to null shifts as discussed in TR 55-29, Part III. These
are factors that degrade the servo performance.

As was discussed in the previous chapter, the slope of the pressure-
flow characteristics OQ also have a considerable effect on the system's

O•...PL

perfor•mance. When t•w oil mass natural frequency is outside the valve
bandwidth (compressibility is negligible),low values of 6 0 have a

stabilizing influence on the system - the transfer function of Equation (2) in
Chapter 2 reduces to:

go K , with T directly related to dQ
9 S (TS + l)
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On the other hand,when the oil mass natural frequency is inside the valve
bandwidth (compressibility is not; negligible), low values of 3Q have

aPL
a destabilizing influence - the transfer function reduces to:

80 K' , with • directly related

SS +2st(s +2 z wn S+Wn

to aQ
a PL

However, it has been found that the damping inherent iin i-he &ctuator
and load generally masks the damping effect of the valve's pressure-flow
characteri stics. Moreover, additional load damping in the form of by-pass
leakage across the actuator, tachometer feedback, or compensation net-
works is generally required to augment the damping. Therefore, from an
over-all standpoint, it appears that the values of dQ should be as small

as possible to take into account cases where the oil mass natural frequency
is high. Gain compensation provides these characteristics.

When systems are designed utiiizing the maximum power transfer
rule, the maximum required flow is selected to occur at a load pressure of
two-thirds supply pressure with rated current applied. If the valve is not
gain compensated, then the flow at lower load pressures will be corre-
spondingly higher unless provision is included for limiting the maximum
flow to this valve.

Since the flow is maximum at low lcoad pressure, the loop gain will
also be maximum at low load pressurecs. Thus, the maximum loop gain
must be adjusted to provide stable operation at low load pressures. If
the valve is not gain compensated, some degradation in response will have
to be accepted at the higher load pressures where the loop gairt is reduced.
In most cases the loop gain will be sufficiently high so that the amplifier
valve combination will saturate fcr waimall input signals. Therefore, there
will be no conflict between the requirements of the maximum power trans-
fer rule and stability criteria.

Thus, from the above discussion it can be seen that gain compensation
has the following theoretical advantages and disadvantages:
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Advantages:

(1) Reduces gain variations; response maintained over a
wide range of loads

(2) Reduces undesirable damping in certain applications

(3) Provides a means of constant flow limiting

(4) Ideal in applications requiring constant output velocity $
over a range of loads.

Disadvantages:

(1) Susceptible to null shifts I
(2) Reduces valve dynamic response.

C. Experimental Programr

1. General

To determine experimentally the desirability of employing
gain compensated valves to improve system response under load, a
position control system was set up on the hydraulic test stan:d and
tested with both gain-cornpensated and uncompensated valves. The
test system consisted of a typical electrohydraulic control system
driving a spring-mass load. The weight of the total mass load was
20 pounds while the combined spring rate of the springs was 6000
pounds per inch. The maximum travel of the actuator was limited I
to 0. 375 inch. The system had an oil-mass resonance of 250 cps
and was operated at various gains.

This combination of loads was selected to permit the valves to

operate at relatively large load pressures over an extended portion
of the total actuator travel. If only a mass load had been employed,
the large load pressures would have been reached only during the
high accelerations which occur during the terminal movements of
the actuator for step inputs or during oil-mass resonance for sinus-
oidal inputs. Tests were conducted with and without the spring load
to determine the effect of extending the load pressure range over
large displacements.
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Qriginally, it had been planned to conduct both frequency re-
sponse and transient tests on the system. However, the former
were discontinued when it was found that the servo system was
highly amplitude sensitive, making frequency response comparisons
difficult. This amplitude sensitivity was partially due to valve gain
variations at low amplitudes, to coulomb friction resulting from
slight misalignment of the spring supporting structure and to possi-
ble transmission lags in the system. In addition, the servo valve
amplifier began to saturate at frequencies a~t the higher end of the
bandpass for inputs greater than I volt (rms), thus providing a
variable loop gain dependent on input amplitude. The variation in
gain naturally resulted in a variation in the servo loop resonant
frequency. Figure 20 shows a plot of the closed loop resonant

. O

UMO 140t2 X ALVIE

0 .5 1.0 LS t

IMf AWUfTUK (VOLT$)

Figure 20. Moog 1402X Resonant Frequency vs. Input Amplitude
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frequency vs. input amplitude for the system employiug a Moog
1402X valve. The curve represents the average values of several
test runs. At some large input amplitudes, the resonant frequency
was multivalued, being a different value when approached from the
lower frequencies than when approached from higher frequencies.
This so-called jump resonance is a natural characteristic of closed-
loop systems employing a saturable element such as an amplifier
with a limited output driving current.

Since a saturated amplifier introduces a nonlinearity in the
system, the small perturbation theory discussed in the previous
section cannot be directly applied in the determination of system
response for large inputs. The theory is acceptable, ho*ever, in
ascertaining system stability, since this is of most concern at mod-
erately low inputs which do not saturate the amplifier and which occur
at maximum loop gain and minimum valve damping. This case is
not of interest in the investigation of gain compensation.

One method of determining zesroInse of a system containing one
or more nonlinear elements with the frequency response method is to
represent the nonlinear element by its' describing function. In this
technique, the output of the nonlinear ýelement is represented by the
fundamental of the Fourier series describing the actual output when a
sinusoidal input is applied. The pseudo or equivalent transfer func-
tion of the nonlinear element can be represented by a variable gain
and phase lag, both of which are functions of the input signal ampli-
tude. Conventional frequency response analysis techniques can then
be applied to the composite system as was done in the previous sec-
tion. It can be shown that the pseudo transfer function of a saturating
amplifier can be represented by a variable gain only which is a
function of input amplitude; no phase shift normally results from the
saturation effect.

Because the frequency response test results have to be analyzed
with respect to the describing function approach, a considerable
amount of time is required in the interpretation of the test results.
Due to the limited amount of time allotted for this phase of the work,
it was decided to dispense with the frequency response tests and em-
ploy transient tests only. The frequency response approach was ap-
plied to a limited extent in the analog study phase and is described in
the next section of this report.
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The transient tests emplcyed in this phase of the study con-
sisted of the application of square wave inputs of various magnitudes
to the control system and the photographic recording of the oscillo-
scope traces of the feedback voltages representing the resulting
actuator piston displacements. All runs were conducted at a square
wave repetition frequency of 3 cps. At this iow frequency, there was
sufficient time for the transients to die out before a change in input
occurred.

Three different valves, the Moog 140ZX, Moog 1402C and
Cadillac FC-2 were employed during the test program.

As described inprevious reports, (see WADC TR 55-29, Parts
I, II) the 1402X is a standard Moog valve with approximately 10 gpm
no-load flow at 3000 psi supply pressure. The 1402C is a gain com-
pensated valve with a maximum flow of about 9 gpm. The FC-2 is a
flow control valve with nearly ideal parabolic pressure flow charac-
teristics and a no-load flow of about 7 gpm.

The 1402X and 1402C valves were purchased for previous valve
study work intended to investigate experimentally the effect of gain
compensation on valve performance. Unfortunately, it was found
that the 1402X is also highly gain compensated and does not typify
the uncompensated valve. The fact is that the 1402X is relatively
highly gain compensated while the 1402C is overly gain compensated,
having positive pressure-flow curve slopes at load pressures under
1500 psi. It was for this reason that the CadiUac FC-2 was also in-
cluded in this test program. The test results thus permit compari-
son of an uncompensated valve, and valves with moderate and high
degrees of gain compensation.

2. Tast Procedures

The test setup for conducting the gain compensation test is
shown in block diagram form in Fig. 21.

In this test setup, the Hewlett-Packard oscillator provides
square wave inputs to the control system, and the output position,
which is measured by the feedback potentiometer, is displayed as a
Dumont 404 rack-mounted oscilloscope. The output respmsees were
recorded by means of a Fairchild oscilloscope carmora.
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Figure 21. Block Diagram of Gain Compensation Test Setup

The tests were conducted with two input square wave magni-
tudes of 1. 4 and 2.8 volts, adjusted as follows. The Hewlett-Packard
geAerator was switched to sine wave output and the frequency adjusted
to 3 cps. The desired square wave output was obtained by adjuiting
the sine wave amplitude to these magnitudes and then switching the
oscillator to square wave output. The resulting square wave has the
same amplitude as the sind wave, being 1. 4 times the rms value. A
2. 0 volt (rms) input corresponds to a differential current of 90 per
cent rated, open loop. Thus, neither input saturates the amplifier.
Runs were made at loop gains of 190, 237, and 283 sec- 1 . No
additional compensation was employed as each gain provided stable
operation without compensation and the object of the tests was to
compare responses of the different valves, not obtain optimum re-
sponse. The loop gains listed, of course, comprise the valve gain.
Thus, the lower valve gain of the FC-2 valve as compared with the
1402X valve was compensated for by a high electrical gain to main-
tain the same loop gain for c omparison purposes.
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3. Analysis of Test Results

Figure 22 shows tracings of the system response to a step input
for a 20 pound ma s
load with loop gains u NUKe.

of 190 and 283 sec" It I
respectively, for all t rAOTOU
three valves. (Trac-[_Liý
ings were published
rather than the photos
because the quality
of the photos was not
high enourh for re- -7 r 1-4V.T,,MT

production.) The L I
response of the sys- o -2 $Me
tern utilizing the
1402X and 1402C are
very nearly the same
for both inputs. The
1402X tends to pro-IAL 

Wvide slightly more
oscillatory operation,
however, especially
for the higher input
signal. The FC-2
shows markedly less -. r i I.-$. VO'rW
overshoot at a gain L-T
of 190, especially
for the 2 volt input ,40 XC-t 140 C
signal. At a gain of
283, its response Figure 22. Moog 1402C, 1402V and Cadillac
is increased relatively Gage FC-2 Transient Responses
speaking, although it with Mass Load-Gains of 283
still exhibits tower and 190
overshoot amplitudes
in comparison to the other valves. This zesults from the fact that
the no-load response of the FC-Z valve is superior to that of the other
two. The gain of the Moog valves could be adjusted for the same over-
shoot but with a degradation in response.

It is interesting to note that at no time did the valves pressure
saturate; that is, the load pressure never reached a value of more
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than one-third supply pressure. This was also the case during fre-
quency response tests.

Figures 23 and 24 show the response of the aystem while
driving the spring-mass load. The advantage of u•tilizing gain com-
pensated valves is
illustrated quite em-
phatic~ally by compar-fa$ft@M
ing these responses _
with those of Fig. 22.
The addition of the
spring has not appre-
ciably affected the
response of the gain P. OTa
compensated valve U L .T

control system, but
has reduced the re- 14UWC VC-

sponse of the uncom-
pensated valve sye-
tem appreciably.
Once again the re-
sponses of the sys-
tem with the two
Moog valves are A t 0 VOLT Wl

very nearly the
same. No results
were printed of the
Moog 1402X driving
the spring-mass load r, i r
at loop gains of 190
and 283, as its re-

sponse was the same
as that of the 1402C . 1" Fc-t

The comparison of
system performance Figure 23. Moog 14OZC and Cadillac Gage
between the Cadillac FC-2 Transient Responses with

Gage valve and the Mass Spring Load - Gains of

Moog valves with the 190 and 237

mass load should not
be taken as a direct comparison of valves' respc_.ses. The Moog
' "l.•_ 'le iarger low valves and therefore, i-cally, have a lioorer
response capabilifty. However, under large loade, the response of
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the FC -z fell off while

that of the Moog
valves remained es- I VOLT WU,

sentially the same,
showing that wher. a
system is required
to operate under
large magnitude loads, r____ 1 r 1.0 _ut -
the addition of gain -_ L-
compensation may
more than make up 1402 x FC-2 ,40sC

for the poorer no-
load dynamics. Figure 24. Moog 1402C, 1402X, and

Cadillac Gage FC-2 Tran-
On the other sient Responses with Mass

Iy hand, it has been Spring Load - Gain of 283
found that the no-load
responses of the valves were much superior when tested on the pres-
ent test stand than when tested on the old test stand, which was much
less rigid and had about one-fifth the mass. On the old test stand,
the FC-2 valve exhibited considerably higher no-load dynamics than
"the two Moog valves. On the present test stand, its superiority is
not nearly as great. It is expected that in an aircraft VŽe valves will
perform more nearly as they did on the old test stand because of the
lack of rigidity, although this is not known for sure. Thus, any deg-
radation in valve performance with the inclusion of gain compensation
may more than offset any improvement that can be gained from the
maintenance of constant gain. Neglecting the null shift consideration,
it can be stated that for two valves of approximately equal dynamic
performance, that which is gain compensated will provide better
perfcrmance under load. However, if the uncompensated valve has
much superior dynamic characteristics, then its choice will probably
be a good one.

52
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CHAPTER IV

ANALOG STUDY OF A TYPICAL MISSILE
CONTROL SYSTEM

A. Introduction

1. Purpose

The purpose of this phase of the valve study was to determine
the feasibility of using analog techniques to supplement or replace
some phases of laboratory tests on aircraft electrohydraulic control
systems. It would be desirable, for example, to eliminate the ne-
cessity of breadboard testing which is highly time consuming, both
in manpower and materials. In addition, the utilization of simulation
techniques would provide the designer greater flexibility in selecting
components and optimum compensation networks, provided that the
simulation results can be considered as reliable as actual breadboard
tests. It must be remembered, of course, that the latter does not
always provide for the final design changes. Final adjustments are
often made at the prototype stage, or even the production stage, to
obtain the desired control system characteristics while operating in
the missile or aircraft. However, no major changes should be nec-
essary in the last two stages of design and test%-

Simulation techniques, of course, have been used for some
time in the design of dynamic systems of various types. These are
often used to determine ball park figures on such items as loop gains,
dyniamic responses, frequency spectra for compensation networks,
etc. As a result, components can b- selected and purchased which
best meet these req~airements. In addition, amplifiers and compen-
sation networks can be selected or built with variable characteristics
and the necessary adjustments for optimum performance can be made
during the prototype test phase.

One of the problems in performing all this work during the
simulation stage is in the difficulty of mechanizing some of the
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nonlinear elements of the control system on the computer, or even
in describing the dynamic characteristics of the elements mathemat-
ically or graphically. For instance, the electrohydraulic servo valve
is a conglomeration of nonlinearities, some of which interact on each
other. While progress has been made in describing the dynamic
performance of the valve utilizing linearized techniques, the results
are not adequate to eliminate breadboard testing. Other nonlixneari-
ties associated with the system which are simpler to describe ar'd
mechanize are amplifier saturation, force or pressure saturation,
coulomb friction, threshold, etc.

It was the purpose of this phase of study to introduce some of
these nonlinearities in the analog mechanization of the system in an
effort to improve the correspondence between the simulation test
and breadboard tests and to determine whether a saving in time and
effort was realized. Because of the limited amount of nonlinear
analog equipment available at the time of the study, it was not possi-
ble to consider all the nonlinearities. Those which could be mecha-
nized were the nonlinear pressure-flow characteristics of the valve,
amplifier and valve saturation, pressure saturation and coulomb
friction.

2. Plan of Attack

To render this investigation as realistic as possible, it was
decided to perform the analog study on a typical missile control
system. The one selected was representative of those found on high
response missiles.

Because of the difficulty of obtaining complete response charac-
teristics on an actual missile control system, it was decided to dupli-
cate the control ivctienn inthhi hydraulid laboratory by matching the
general characteristics of the two systems and then using the hydrau-
lics laboratory system as a reterc'ce for the analog study. Not only
did this facilitate the acquisition ot experimental information for cows-

- parison purposes, but it also permitted the use of test equipment and

procedures of known reliability. The. plan of attack was to determine
the characteristics of the hydrautlics laboratory system, using both
experimental transient and frequency response tests and analytical
calculations, and then to set up a system on the analog computer
which would match these characteristics as closely as possible when

- tested in the same manner.
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B. Dexcriptiono yt.rnS-.E-p- oA o__yster to be Simulated

A block diagram of the system to be simulated is shown in Fig. 25.

*PU/MA AD/W

(3) Aerodnam sprig-- aVALVE _ 5 iO(

Figure 2(. Block Diagram of System to be Simulated

The significant characteristics of this system are listed below:
(1) Load mass - 5. 18 x 10-2 Ib-sec2iin. (M)

(2) Viscous damping - 10 Ib-sec/in. (B)

(3) Aerodynamic spring rate - 150 lb/-'n. (K)

(4) Coulomb friction - negligible (Fc)

(5) Torques arm, - 1. 5 in. (L)

(6) Oil mass resonant frequency - 250 cp. (fr)

(7) Loop gain - 300 secl

(8) Required closed-Aoop frequency response

(a) Ratio of output to input - flat to 20 cps
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(b) Phase lag of output - 2O/cps

The values listed for the load characteristics are those reflected
back to the actuator shaft; it is assumed that the be U crank is perpendicular
to the actuator at the null point. It is also assumed that the displacements
are sufficiently small, so that variations in the effective torque arm do not
affect the system gain or the torque transmitted to the load.

The aerodynamic spring rate is actually nonlinear with respect to
control surface displacement; the average value is listed. However,
neither the variation in the efiectiv- trque arm nor the nonlinearity of the
aerodynamic spring will enter into the analog study, as these characteris-
tics are not variable in the hydraulics laboratory simulated system which
will be used as the actual reference.

The oil-mass resonance of 250 cps was computed on the basis that
the bulk modulus of the oil is approximatdry Z. 2 x l0S at an oil temperature
of 120OF which was the average temperature maintained during these tests.
Actually it varies with temperature, pressure, amount of entrained air,
etc.

The closed-loop response requirements are specified for a ninm-

saturating condition. These characteristics are necessarily much poorer
i f any of the elements in the servo loop saturate. The actual saturation
level of the torque motor amplifier was not specified but a value of 125 per
cent rated differential current was employed in the laboratory setup.

C. Description of the Laboratory System
V

S1. Load

In the laboratory system, the bell crnk was eliminated and
linear translational loads were applied to the control actuator. A
view of the load setup is shown in Fig. 26. The mass of the load
shaft plus actuator shaft was 5 x W 0lb-sec 2 /in. The total spring
rate of the two restraining springs -was 150 lb/in. The viscous and
coulomb friction of the load setup, when properly aligned, was
negligible as the shaft wa, moutnted in ball bearing collars.

2. Actuator

The actuator utilized for this investigation was the load actua-

tor discussed previously in this report (see Fig. 2).
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This is a sym-

metrical, double-
acting actuator with
an area of 0.96 in 2

and a variable maxi-
mum stroke. To ob-
tain the oil-mass
resonance of 250 cps,
the maximum stroke
of 2 inches was used.
The total volume of
oil under compres-
sion, including that
in the manifold block
between the actuator
and the servo valve,
was 2.55 in3 . As
discussed previously, Figure 26. View of Load Setup for
the actuator has pro- Reference System
visions for mounting
pressure pickoffs to permit the monitoring of the instantaneous load
pressure.

The viscous friction of the actuator was approximately 10 Ib-
sec/in., the same as called fcy:. in the specifications. The experi-
mentally measured coulomb friction was 12. 5 pounds for sinusoidal
tests.

3. Valves

Two servo valves were employed during the simulation, the
Moog 1402C and the Cadillac Gage FC-2. Although their rated flows
were larger than those customarily found in high response missile
systems, the response of these valves was adequate for the sim.Ila-
tion of the system specified. The pressure-flow characteristics of
the two valves are shown in Figs. 27 and 28. These characteristics
are sufficiently unlike to produce different closed-loop responses.
The flow gain curves of the two valves are shown in Figs. 29 and 30;
their no-load responses are shown in Figs 64 and 69,

4. Summing Amplifier and Compensation

The static characteristics of the amplifier are depicted by the
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Figure 27. Pressure-Flow Characteristics for FC-2 Valve

Figure 28. Pressure-Flow Characteristics for 1402C Valve
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Figure 29. Valve Flow Curves for FC-2 Valve
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5. Position Feedback Network

The over-all loop was closed with position feedback. The ac-

tuator sh-Aft position was sensed by the Giannini linear potentiometer
discussed previously in this report. The pickoff voltage, after being
attenuated by a Helipot, was fed into the grid of the summing ampli-
fier. By varying the Helipot setting, the loop gain could be varied
from zero to 400 sec- 1

D. Simulation of System Components

1. Amplifier

Over the linear range of the amplifier, its gain was simulated
by a scale-changing (coefficient) circuit. Diode limiting wan used to
simulate amplifier saturation. The diode cutoff voltage was adjusted
so that limiting occurred at the equivalent of 10 ma. No dynamic lag
circuit was required (see Fig. 32.)

2. Position Feedback Network

The position feedback network was simulated by a scale-chang-

ing (coefficient) circuit; the magnitude of the scale change could be
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varied over a wide enough range to produce analof loop gains corre-
sponding to system loop gains of zero to 400 sec- (see Fig. 32).

3. Servo Valve

The servo valve consists of a great number of nonlinearities,
the effects of all of which are not completely understood. The valve
hai one input, differential current, and two outputs, load flow and
load pressure. These can be related mathematically if flow is the
desired output, as:

Q = f (A I, PL) (I)

Statically, the above relationship can be represented by the pressure-
flow curves of the valve with differential current a parameter. For
dynamic inputs, lags occur between the differential current and. out-
put spool position, which effectively modify the differential current
parameter of the pressure-flow curves. Since the spool position
does not appear directly in the above equation, the lags must be in-
troduced as appearing between the output differential current of the
amplifier and the effective differential current of the pressure flow
curves. These lags are described by the no-load frequency response
characteristics or valve dynamics.

In this case it is assumed that the no-load dynamic character-
istics do not vary under load. This is a good assumption for the
FC-2 valve. Its validity has never been proven experimentally for
the Moog 1402C, although the good results of the linearized analysis
study have added credence to its use.

The no-load frequency response characteristics of the two
valves as shown in Fig. 77 cannot be perfectly duplicated by any
simple network. In the analog simulation, they were represented
by a first order lag whose transfer function is:

AI Ts + I

The value of the time constant was determined by examining
the break points and 45 degree phase ghift points of the Lro-load fre-
quency response for various magnitudes of :input differential current
and pickinig an average value from which to compute T. Admittedly
an approximation, this method yielded reasonably satisfactory
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results during the tests.

The pressure-flow curves were generated on a two-channel
function generator and a function multiplier. The function generator
simulated the shapes of the pressure flow curves for both positive
and negative differential current and the function multiplier estab-
lished the valve flow gain (flow vs. differential current). The pur-
pose of the polarized relay and associated limiting circuitry was to
select the correct pressure-flow curve, depending on the sense of
the differential current, with minimum dead time. A single function
generator channel could have been employed if the pressure inputs
to the function generator were switched instead of the outputs.

The above setup provided for a constant flow gain. It can be
seen from Figs. 29 and 30 that K 1 , the valve gain of the two valves,
is constant only over a limited range of differential currents. How-
ever, the flow saturation accompanying large inputs was not simulat-
ed because amplifier saturation occurred first. The gain reduction
at low inputs was accounted for by actually changing the gain of the
first-order lag circuit.

The complete simulation of the valve can be seen in Fig. 32.

4. Actuator-Load

Since the actuator and load are intimately related and since
they operate on both valve flow and valve load pressure, they will be
considered together.

The equations relating valve flow and load pressure, respec-
tively, to the actuator and load can be written as follows:

Qv CZ PL + K3 PL + A 0o (3)

PL F 1 (=49 I-A M= + B 60 + K 6 + Fc oC (4)
A A o o o ... (4)

1601

The simulation of these equations is straight forward as shown in
Fig. 32.

Equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) were combined and included in a
signal flow graph of the over-all control system (see Fig. 33). A
block diagram of the over-all system is also included (see Fig. 34).
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In both diagrams, N is a nonlinear element which generates Equation
(1). These diagrams not only depict the relations between the vari-
ables of the equations, but also serve as a guide for the analog com-
puter setup.

E. Mechanization of the System

Before the equations were actually mechanized, cc.mputer scale fac-
tors had to be taken into consideration. Although real-time operation of
the computer was preferable, permitting direct simultaneous comparison
with the system on the test stand, there were two considerations which
required that a time-scale factor be used. First, the high natural frequen-
cies and small time constants of the tjystem elements exceeded the band-
width of the available galvanometer- type recorders. Second, the relative
magnitudes of the coefficients in Equations (3) and (4) differed considerably,
indicating a disparity in gains. Both of these difficulties were removed by
using a time scale change:

t = 0.002r

Amplitude scale factors were also required, because it was neces-
sary to limit the output of the operational amplifiers to * 100 volts. The
equations relating computer variables to system variables are listed in
Table 3, along with the maximum values of each.

TABLE 3 RELATIONS BETWEEN COMPUTER VARIABLES
AND SYSTEM VARIABLES

Variable Symbol Maximum Maximum Relating
Computer Variable System Variable Equation

Pressure 1 100 v 3000 psi P 3011

Position H 200v 2 in. 0 = 0. OH

Velocity dH- - 0 5 dH
dT drc

Current i l00v 8 ma AI = 0.08i

Flow 10Ov 40 in 3 /sec Q = 0.4*

Time T - t = 0. 002T
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After all scale factor changes were made and the resulting equations
solved for the highest order derivative, Equations (1), (3), and (4) reduced
to:

S= g (i, L

0. 1 dA1L_ = 0.6674 - 0.015 iL - 0.99 d-I (6)
dT dr

d 2 H = 1.19 4 lL - 0.386 d - 0.0116H (7)
S2 dTdr

Equations (6) and (7) were mechanized, using as a guide the circuits to the
right of the nonlinear element in Fig. 32. Equation (2), when converted to
computer time, reduced to:

H - 1 e8)

-61 500 9s+1

Figure 32, the interconnection diagram of the completed analog sys-
tem, was used to set up the system on a GEDA L3 computer augmented by
an N3A electronic Multiplier and an N3E function generator. Table 4 lists

TABLE 4 RESISTANCE VALUES USED IN
ANALOG SIMULATION

Input (volts rms) R1  Rz

FC-2 0.5 0.1.22 0.90

1.0 0. 122 0.90

2.0 0.142 . 0.90

3.0 0.142 0.90

1402C 0.5 0.234 1.00

1.0 0.230 1.50

2.0 0.44 2.20

3.0 0.44 2.20
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the various values of R1 and R2 used in the simulation of the system with
both the FC-2 and the 1402C valves. The values of RI and R 2 were deter-
mined during the test phase of the analog study.

F. Tests of the System

1. General Considerations

Broadly speaking, dynamic-response tests of a system fall into
two categories: transient response and frequency response. Transient
response tests give an indication of the system's relative stability and
provide a measure of the speed of response (rise time, settling time,
etc.); frequency response tests directly yield the system bandwidth
and permit rapid determination of the system transfer function.

As far as the analog program was concerned, transient studies
had three advantages:

(1) Step inputs could be easily applied to the system

(2) The resultant response could be, easily recorded

(3) A complete test required only 2 or 3 minutes.

However, because the analog system operated at 1/500 real
time, direct simultaneous comparison of the analog response with the
hydraulic system response was impossible.

Frequency response tests, on the other hand, had three dis-
advantages:

(1) They were time consuming; a complete test, including
data reduction, took about 45 minutes

(2) Accurate phase shift was difficult to obtain when using the
curvilinear coordinate paper needed by the galvanometer-type
recorder

(3) Output waveform was poor.

Nevertheless, because frequency response tests did provide a
better comparison of the characteristics of the two systems, they were
chosen as the basis for making final parameter adjustments. Transient
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tests were also conducted but for comparison purposes only.

2. Tests Peculiar to the Hydraulic System

Open-loop frequency response tests (output velocity amplitude
and phase) were run on the hydraulic system to see if it met the
srpecified gain and phase characteristics. In addition, the open-loop
gain was measured as a function of input differential current for
various frequencius; the purpose of that test was to provide some
guidance for setting the gain of the analog system at different oper-
ating points.

3. Tests Common to the Hydraulic System and the Analog System'

Closed-loop frequency response tests were run on both systems.
Position amplitude and phase were measured on the hydraulic syatem
for four diff~erent constant amplitude inputs - 0. 5, 1. 0, 2. 0 and 3.0
volts rms. The valve gain and time constant of the analog system
were then adjusted to match those responses as closely as possible.

After the best correspondence had been achieved, utilizing the
frequency response tests as a comparison, cloied-loop transient
response tests were run. Oscilloscope recordings of the position,
load pressure and differential current responses were taken for step
inputs of 0.7, 1. 4, 2.8 and 4.2 volts amplitude. The hydraulic sys-
tem responses were photographed with a Fairchild Polaroid oscillo-
scope camera, whereas the analog system responses were portrayed
on a Brush galvanometer-type recorder.

G. Discussion of Test Results

1. Frequency Response

The open-loop frequency respcni-Žes of the reference system set
up in the hydraulic laboratory are shown in, Figs. 35 and 36 for the
1402C and FC-2 valves, respectively. These curves show the open-
loop response, with and without the spring mass load. For the most
part., the load had very little effect on the open-loop properties.

Figure 37 shows the open-loop amplitude response only for the
reference system when driven by the FC-2 valve. 'The experiment
verified the 250 cps calculated valie of oil-mass resonance as cor-
rect. It is interesting to note that the amplitude curve did not begin
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The closed loop frequency response of the reference control
system, set up in the hydraulic laboratory and the simulated system set
up on the analog computer are shown in Figs. 38, 39, 40 and 41.

Figure 38 compares the 1402C reference system and the analog
sv;ittem for sine wave lpzi. magnitudes of 0. 5 volt and 2. 0 volts. The
results com gaze quite closely in bot, phase and amplitude for the 0. 5
vol't input. For the 2. 0 volt input, the resonant frequencies are the
samt; however, the shapes of the amplitude curves bcfore resonance
do tot correspond closely, differing by as much as i db. Phase cor-
respondence is fairly good to 30 cps, then deviates by enore than 20
degrees at 60 cps.

Figure 39 compares the two 1402C systems for input amplitudes
of 1. 0 volt and 3.0 volts. As for the previous amplitudes discussed,
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the resorant frequencies compare favorably, although the general
shapes of the amplitude curves differ by a maximum of 1 db. Once
again, the phase shows fairly good correspondence to 30 cps, and from
there on, agrees only trendwise, differing by as much as 30 degrees.

It is interesting to note that the slopes of the amplitude curves
correspond very well beyond resonance, the reason being that the
valve has a very high pressure gain and is not influenced greatly by
small amounts of coulomb friction. Single the valve's pressure gain
was not simulated, the analog output amplitude is not influenced by
coulomb friction either, except as damping.

Figure 40 shows the frequency response curves at 0. 5 and 2. 0
inputs for the two systems employing the FC-2 valve. Both the am-
plitude and phase curves show less correspondence than did the sys-
tem using the 1402C valves. The amplitude curves show fair corre-
spondence to approximately 50 cps, after which they deviate rapidly.
The phase curves show that the analog systern consistently exhibits
less phase lag than does the reference system. From an examination
of the no-load frequency response characteristics of the FC-2 (see
WADC TR 55-29 and Fig. 78) it appears that the no-load characteris-
tics of the valve cold be simulated better as a second order lag. This
was attempted but resulted in instability at the value of loop gain spec-
ified. The valve probably can be simulated better by a second order
lag and a lead network. Since no lead compensation was employed in
the physical system, this was not tried.

The I and 3 volt input curves in Fig. 41 for the FC-2 valve show
poor correspondence except at frequencies below 30 cps. Converse to
the results with 1402C valve, the slopes of the amplitude curves after
the break point fill off much faster with] the reference system than the
analog system. This is attributed to the fact that the pressure gain of
the FC-2 is relatively low and coulomb Uriction forces the output am-
plitude to decline rapidly.

From an over-all standpoint, the frequency response results
show that the simulation of the system with the 1402C valve was much
better than when the FC-2 valve was used.

2. Transient Response

No attempt was made to obtain the same transient response in
both the reference system and the simulated system. The trauient
responses listed in Figs. 42 through 49 are the transient reaponse of
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the analog system with the same- parameter values as used for the fre-
quency response test, except for the loop gains. The latter came
about because the transient responses had originally been measured
at lower gain settings and there appeared to be no reason why the sys-
tems could not be compared transient-wise with this gain setting. The
loop gain for the analog system had been increased to heighten the res-
onance amplitudes to facilitate the interpretation of test data.

The transient characteristics of the analog system, as illus-
trated by the curves in Figs. 42 through 49, correspond fairly closely
to those of the reference laboratory system of Figs. 50 and 51. The
overshoot amplitudes of- the analog system are slightly lower, but
damp out about as fast. It is a little difficult to compare the two be-
cause of the difference in time scales. While the time axis can be
spread out on a brush recorder, which was used to record the analog
results, as desired, the time axis of the oscilloscope display, which
was employed to record the hydraulic system results, is quite limited.
In addition, drift difficulties with the Dumont rack-mounted oscillo-
scope further complicated the recording and data reduction problem by
making the acquisition of clear distinct waveforms difficult.

It is interesting to note from the analog test results, that the
system exhibits a considerable amount of dead time (see both output
amplitude- and error). This ifj the result of simulating a fourth order
system.

The instantaneous peak load pressures were greater for the
analog system than for the reference system. The saturation effect
shown by the analog error cannot be detected in the oscilloscope
traces of the reference system error because of the compressed time
scale.

The problem of exactly duplicating the reference system on the
analog computer would be considerably more difficult if the transient
tests were used as the basis for comparison. This is true since much
the same transient response display cazý be obtained for two systems
with different transfer functions by merely adjusting the gain and feed-
back compensation. The time scale is too short to permit the discern-
ing of waveform differences.

H. General Conclusions with Re ard to Analo Simulation of Valve
CZontrol System

It does not appear that the results of this analog investigation can
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justify the replacement of breadboard testing with analog simulation testing.
More of the nonlinearities of the physical system must be included in the
simulated system before, the necessary correspondence can~ be achieved.
In add~tion, there is some doubt as to the usefulness of thtce f'requency rAe-
sponse approach in ascertai'ning the charact~eristics of a system containing
noixiinearities, primarily because of poor waireformt problems and high am -
plitude sensitivity.

In the present study, five nonlinearities were originally mechanized.
These were:-

(1) Pressure flow curves

(2) Amplifier saturaticon

(3) Valve. flow saturation

(4) Coulomb friction

(5)j Valve load pressure, saturation.

The valve flow saturation, was not incorporated in the final analog set-
up because it was found that the amplifier always, saturated first and there-
fore prevented valve flow satura~tion. Neither was valve: load pressure sat-
uration mechanized, because, the region of oil-rmaes res onance at which this
phenomenon, occurs, was outside the bandw~I~dth. (See linearized analysis
phase for, description of pressure satturat-iozi2.) This will not always be the
case, however, as some systems operate close to the oil-mass resonance.

There are a great nriunber of other nonlinearities besides those in-
cluded which will have an influence on the system performance. Wh"ile these
have been known to exist pr eviously, their importance was not known until
the study wa s well un~derway. Unf~ortunately, the limited scope of this study
and lack of sufficient nrobnnle-r analog equipment prevented their mechani-
zation into the analog s-ystem. Some of these are discussed below.

1. Variation in the No-load Characteristics with Input Ampli~tude

It was not possible tot obtain satisfactory result-S utilizing one
set timre constant for the 140ZC valve. Bloth the amnplitude ratio and
pa-ase varied so gireatly with input amplitude that thohy could not be
simulated by any, simple network such as a first or second order lag
or a. di'stribution "Lag. The amplitude fall-off is shown by the curve of
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Fig. 52; both amplitude and phase are depicted in Fig. 35.

The FC -2 valve, on the other hand, thowed very little output
phase variation with input signal amplitude. However, the output
flow amplitude fell off considerably at the higher input amplitudes
(before amplifier saturation), especially at high frequencies (see Fig.
53). Difficulty was also experienced in duplicating the characteristics
of thi- ,,alve at any one amplitude adequately as discussed in the pre-
vious section.

2. Pressure Gain Nonlinearity

"Every valve has a certain pressure gain which is related to the
output spool orifice laps. Normally, this pressure gain or sensitivity
is quite high (at least much ""her than for equivalent electrical sys-
tems).

In this simulation, the two valves employed had radically differ-
ent pressure gains, being 85, 000 and 10, 000 psi/ma, respectively,
for the 1402C and FC.,.2. Now, coulomb friction was found to have only
a damping influence on the andor system because pressure sensitivity
of both valves as simulated were infinite. In other words, for an in-
finitesimally small signal, barely exceeding the noise region, the out-
put could reach 3000 psi. This is not true of the physical system.
Therefore, when coulomb friction is present, the output force on the
load is limited, and for small inputs the output amplitude will fall off
rapidly. The 1402C valve had a high enough pressure sensitivity so
that the small amount of coulomb friction present in the system did not
affect its response a great deal over the frequency range of the tests.
Such was not the case for the FC-2 and this is the primary reason that
the discrepancies in both phaset and amplitude are considerable for the
FC-2 at frequencies beyond the :.-eak point where output amplitudes are

small.

3. Nonlinearity of Flow vs. Differential Current

As stated previously, it was not necessary to simulate valve flow
saturation as the amplifier limited the input to the valve before it
reached the saturation point. However, one effect which is very im-
portant at low amplitudes, ankd which could not be simulated, is the
rounding olf the flow v d"'I©ferertial current curves in the vicinity of
null. This reduces the gain at low input amplitudes and provides for
slugglish operation. It was for this reason, that no comparison runs
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were made at very low amplitudes. Even at an amplitude of 0. 5 volt
runs, the simulated valve gain had to be reduced to take into account
this loss in gain. Generally speaking, it is not believed that the non-
linearities of the flow curves between the null region and rated current
would necessitiate their duplication in the simvlatLon as the variance is
generally lese than 10 per cent.

4. Variance in Valve Dynamicz with Load

This is a nonlinear effect not investigated to date, although it is
expected that its influence will not be negligible for large flow spring
restrained valves where flow forces are appreciable. This charac-
teristic should be more thorcoughly understood when the valve simula-
tion work scheduled for the next program has been completed.

5. Second Order Nonlinearities

Other nonlinearities which have second order effects on per-
formance are:

(G) Variation in oil mass resonance due to temperature
changes during runs, actuator shaft l-•cation, pressure changes,
and valve short circuited pressure characteristics

(2) Variation in viscoas damping and leakage with temperature

(3) Valve null shifts, hysteresis, threshold, etc. effects can
be measurable if low loop gains are employed

(4) In measurement, waveform asymmetry-giving both erron-
eous rms values and poor phase definition.

Pump piston pulsations were a continuous source of trouble dur-
ing this study, and others, in which velocity measurements had to be
made. While the pulsations did not affect the position waveform
noticeably, they did distort the velocity waveforms. Not only did this
distortion reduce the validtity of rms voltage readings. but it rendered
the use of velocity feedback for compensation networks practically
useless. Forward compensation networks were also affected, although
to a lesser degree. Fortunately, it was not necessary to employ com-
pensation in any form in the reference system to obtain the specified
performance.
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The amplitude of the pressure pulsations, as measured by the
dynamic pressure pickoffs was approximately 300 psi; their frequency
was 140 cps. The employment of accumulators in various attitudes
near the valve was unsuccessful in reducing the pulsations much below
300 psi. In actual system operations, the magnitude of these pulsa-
tions should be maintained well under 100 psi.

Noise emanating from the feedback potentiometers also pre-
sented some probl.ems. The wear rate of the potenftiometerL was
extremely rapid, especially for small amplitude inputs creating
noise and causing gain variations. Three types were used, all
giving unsatisfactory results; two of those were wire wound and one
was made of conducting plastic. The latter was particularly noisy,
even immediately after installation. These problem, s add further
weight to the results of the survey phase, where it was found that
pickoffs are one of the greatest sources of noise in control systems.
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CHAPTER V

VALVE TEST PHASE

A. Purpose

The =,lve test phase represents a continuation of the valve tests
initiated in the previous reports (WADC Technical Report 55-29, Parts
I and If. ) The purpose of the test phase of this project was to evaluate
valves incorporating new and promising design concepts.

In general, the test procedures used in the evaluation of the valves
selected were essentially those of WADC Report 55-29, Part II.

The following is a list of the tests conducted; a discussion of the
purpose for these tests along with the actual procedures used is contained
iin the above referenced report.

(1) Electrical tests

(a) DC resistance

(bW Inductance

(c) Q (quality (a•ctor)

(2) Hysteresis test

(3) Quiescent fow test

(4) Load differential pressure vs. differential current at zero
load flow test

(5) Short circuited load pressure vs. differential current test

(6) Servo valve load Oow vs. differential current Zest (load
pressure as a pa:.rameter)
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(7) Servo valve flow vs. differential current test (differential
current as a parameter)

(8) Null shift vs. supply pressure

(9) Null shift vs. temperature test

(10) Dynamic no-load frequency response test.

B. Valves Selected

Many of the valves originally considered for test purposes were
not purchased because they were not far enough along in their development
to insure reliable or informative results. It is anticipated that at least
some of those valves will be chosen for tests in the newt valve test study
program.

The following valves were selected for evaluation:

(1) Moog 2074

(2) IBendix Pacific HR-9

(3) Weetcon Hydraulics, Ltd. 15690-1.

The Moog Z074 was selected because of its dry torque motor con-
struction, which differentiates it from previous Moog valves.

The HR-9 was selected because of its unique first stage construction
and the many favorable reports received on the valve from users.

The Weston was chosen at the request of WADC late in the program.
It has a unique feedback arrangement.

Originally a Pegasus Servo Valve Model No. 20 had also been select-
ed for evaluation. However, Pegasus was unable to deliver the valve in
time and the status of the vallve at the time of this writing is uncertain.

The tests reasults of the modified Bell SV-6C are also in this report,
although the valve was tested during the last week of the previous prcgram
reported in PRrt II.
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C. Description of the Valves

The following is a description of each of the valves tested during
•I this study and also a description of the Modified BeU SV-6C.

1. Moog 2074

'The Moog 2074 (see Fig. 54) is a two stage valve with a double

ltoo

-j

Figure 54. Schematic of Moog 2074 Valve

nozzle flapper first stage driving a spring restrained spool output
stage The second stage ic similar to other model Moog valves.
The first stage. however, is distinguishable from previous models
because the coils are hydraulically isolated from the nonales by a
sealing tube. This sealing tube act& as a flexure pivot for the arma-
ture flapper. The dry torque motor design eliminates the require-
ment for mAgnetic traps

2. Bendix Pacific HR-9

The Bendix Pacific HR-9 (see Fig. 55) is a two stage servo
valve utilizing a double nozzle flapper first stage to drive a spring
restrained output stage. The design of its first stage is unique in
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that the two nozzles both face
in the same direction (upward)
rather than toward each other,
and the flapper is positioned to
float above them. According to
theory, this construction per-
mits the flapper to move, a
greater distance from the noz-
zles than in other designs, per-
mitting larger P-S"rbce off d.irt
to be washed to drain without

clogging the vi, "ye.

Additional protection to

aid in t1e prevention of dirt
clogging is provided by a 5
micron filter ahead of each
nozzle. The valve has an all
steel body with hardened steel
inserts. The torque motor iW Figuxe 55., Schematic o( Bendix

not isolated from the drain oil. Pacific HR-9 Valve

3. Weston Hydraulics,
Ltd. 15690-1

The Weston Hydrau-
lics, Ltd. 15690-1 (seeI
Fig. 56) is a two stage, . KE
dwul nozzle flapper, dry
coil type valve with force U" N T
feedback between stages.
The force feedback is ac-
complished by effectively
extending the flapper down WOOL
to the spool where it is
restrained by two springs
attached to the spool.
When a differential current
is applied to the torque
motor, the flapper is C P

moved, creating a differ-
ential pressure across the Figure 56. Schematic of Weston Hydrau-
spool. The spool moves lics, Ltd. 15690-1 Valve
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until a force is developed by the restraining springs on the flapper
which is equal and opposite to the force applied by the torque motor,
thus nulling the flapper. In this design, the spool movement is limit-
ed by a factor equal to the flapper displacemeat at the nozzles, times
the ratio of the distance between the flapper pivot and the reaction

Ipoint of t.e 2estraining springs to the distance between the pivot and
the nozule. Another interesting feature of this valve is Chat the noz-
zles consist of threaded inserts that are positioned in relation to each
OttI.: ndt e flpey rwigthen%,w, into the body ofr the ale

4. Bell SV-6C Modified

The Bell SV-6C valve (modified) (see Fig. 57) is a two stage
valve wvith a nozzle flapper
first stage driving a spring
restrained output stage.
The valve's torque motor TORQUE
is isolated from the oil
flowing through the noz-
zles. The valve is con-
structed with hardened-
estainless steel sleeve,I ISOL.ATION -C
spool and centering D!APAN

springs. The sileeve is
floated on O-rings in an NOZZLE$
aluminum body. o [

SD. Summary o. Test Results

The four valves tested and POV, ~STAGE

described above are shown in S
Fig. 58. The test results are oRt•C-
presented in graphical form in 2ND STA
iAppendix I. The data contained
in these curves are summarized FIRST STAGE (" S
in Tables 5, 6 and 7 of this sec- F I.TE

tion. In these tables, average CYLt0 ;;..__ RS

values are generally presented
since most of the curves are
unsymmetrical and nonlineaiv. L_.......... -

Where a high degree of accu.racy
is required, the graphical pre- Figure 57. Schematic of Bell SV-6C
sentations should be utilized. (Modified) Valve
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Table 5 sum-
mnarizes the static ý
hydraulic tests. Table
6 presents the results

of the dynamic no-load
tests. Table 7 lists
the electrical charac-
teristics of the valves. ..

The following is
a brief description of
the column heading
found in Table 5 where
such headings are not
self-explanatory.

1. Rated Flow

Figure 58. View of Valves Tested
This repre-

sents 1-h- flow at rated current and supply pressures of 2000 psi and
3000 psi, with a load pressure drop of two-thirds -upply pressure.
These are the flows and pressures at which the valves are normally
rated. The data were taken from the flow vs. differential current
curves.

2. Maivam.m /Minimum Load Pressure

This was obtained from the short-circuited load pressure vs.
differential current curves. It is the value of pressure at the
pressure null (or antinull).

3. Range of Null Shift vs. Temperature

This represents the total extent of the null shift over the tem-
perature range of 100oF to 2000 F to 100 0 F.

4. Range of Null Shift vs. Pressure

This represents the total extent of the null shift over the
pressure range of 3000 psi to 1500 psi to 3000 psi.

5. Per Cent Hysteresis

This represents the ratio of the envelope width along the
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differential current axis to the total rated current.

o. Flo-w Gain

This represents the average slope of the flow vs. differential
current curves at a. point in between the null zone and flow saturation
z onve.

.r"ressure 'ain

This is the slope of the load pressure vs. differential current

(at zero load flow) curves. The slope is taken in the vicinity of
minirmum d~ifferential load pressure.

8. Leakage, First Stage

This represents the asymptotes parallel to the differential

current axis at the extremnities of quiescent flow vs. differential
current curves.

9. Leakage, Total

This represents leakage at the null point of the quiescent flow
vs. differential current curves. It is a cormposite of the first stage
quiescent flow and the iecond stage leakage.

E. Anal:rtds of Test Results

In this section, each valve will be analyzed from the standpoint of
the static test results, thl dyvramic test results, z'rd general operating
characteristics.

1. Moog Z074

a. Static Test Rlesults

As with other Moog valves previously tested, the hys-

teresis of this valve is very low, being less than 2 per cent.
The valve is not gain compensated to any degree, being a low
flow valve. As discussed in previous reports, low flow valves
are not readily gain compensated because to have them so re-
quires the reduction of the first stage gain to the point where
stiction and null shift effects become detrimental.
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The output flow vs. differential current characteristics
of the Moog 2074 are peculiar in that the slope of the curves
is increasing at rated current rather than tapering off. While
this characteristic is not particularly undesirable, Moog has
experienced some difficulty in attaining more linearity, witho.t
compromising response.

The quiescent fow of the first stage is comparatively
low (0. 05 gpm) while the total leakage is high. It is believed
that the relatively large leakage of the output spool may have
been included for stabilizing purposes.

This valve exhibited relatively large r.ull shifts when
the oil temperature was varied. This has been the character-
istic of all dry torque motors tested and is one of the disad-
vantages of employing the dry torque motors designed to date.
These null shifts result from the condition when the environment
is different on the two sides of the isolating flexture pivot. thus
creating unbalanced forces on the seal and flapper at different
temperatures.

Aa with previous Moog valves tested, this valve exhihited
a greater pressure drop at the load inlet orifices than at the
load drain orifices. The minimum no-load pressure was of the
same order as previout Moog valves tested. The pressure gain
was exceptionally high, being 400. 000 psi/ma.

b. Dynamic Test Results

The Model 2074 valve exhibited poorer dynamic response
than the standard "wet" torque motor Moog valves tested pre-
viously, even though this was a lower flow valve, once again
illustrating the problems of using dry torque motors. This
valve exhibited the best dynamic characteristics at low values at
differential cirront inputs. At 20 per cent of rated differential
current input, the -3 db point occurred at a frequency of 100 cps
and a phase shift of 90 degrees.

c General Operation

When the valve was originally received from Moog Valve
Company it exhibited a vtry nonlinear flow vs. differential
current chitracteristics, and in addition exhibited a lu.
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frequency oscillation. The nonlinearity of the flow curve re-
sulted from a condition where the firit stage null had drJted
(or had not been adjusted properly during manufacture) so far
from the elc.:trical null that adjustment of the output stage null
could not compensate for it. The valve was returned to the
factory where these conditions were corrected.

The valve exhibitedr a relatively unstable null condition
which made the leakage and pressure gain tests difficult to
perform. In general, its operational characteristics were in-
ferior to those of the standard types of Moog valves, although
still acceptable for most applications.

2. Bendix HR-9

a. Static Test Results

Thisi vplve had a very low amount of hysteresis, being
less than 2 per cent. It exhibits very little gain compensation.

The valve exhibits a very linear flow vs. differential
current characterim ti; hav-ing no• U-ow saturation at 3000 psi
anc very little at 2000 psi supply pressure. Tn addition, the
crrves are very symmetrical. The quiescent flow oi the first
utage and leakage of the output spool are relatively low, being
approximately 0. 05 gpm and 0. 12 gpm, respectively.

The pressure gain of the valve is about average. This,
in conjunction with the low leakage, indicates that the spool
orifices are slightly overlapped.

The stability of the valve around n-ill Is very good, being
comparable to the standard Moog vslves. It also exhibits low
null shifts when both supply prest-,re and oil temperatures are
varied. In this particular model, the load orifices on the drain
side were more closely lapped than those on the supply side.

b. Dynamic

The no-load frequency response of the valve was the best
of any valve tested to date, although only slightly better than the
Moog 942 valve tested previously. Because of difficulties with
waveform and the TIC phase meter, no phase measurements
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could be made beyond 100 cps. The -3 db point of the gain
curve occurred at a frequency of 300 cps. The phase shift at
100 cps was less than -45 degrees for both the 20 per cent
and 60 per cent rated inputs.

c. General Operation

The Bendix HR-9 performed exceptionally well in every
respect and gave no difficulty during testing. As mentioned
earlier, the null was quite stable, facilitating the performance
of leakage and pressure gain tests.

The valve was received with the spool positioning screws
tied with lockwire. It was the laboratory's policy not to break
any iockwire seals on the valve until all tests had been complet-
ed. Therefore, no null adjustments were made on this valve.
Consequently, the valve was operated in a somewhat unbalanced
manner as can be seen by inspecting the flow vs. differentialcurrent curves.-

3. Weston 15690-1

a. Static Test Results

The Weston valve exhibits an extremely large amount of
hysteresis. It is of the order of four to five times greater than
the hysteresis of the other valves. It is doubtful that this much
hysteresis could be tolerated in a high response control system.

The output flow of the valve is quite low, being of the
order of only five times greater than the total leakage flow.
The latter is rather high for this size of valve.I

The flow vs. differential current characteristic of this
valve is quite symmetrical and exhibits no saturation. The
low gain null region consumes a sizeable portion of the total
operating range because of the relatively high leakage com-
pared to the output flow.

This valve employs force feedback between the output
stage and first stage and therefore, should have good null shift
characteristics. The test results confirmed this; the null
shifts for both supply pressure and temperature variations
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were lowest of All the valves tested. The pressure gain of
tne valve is about average being around 12, 500 psi/ma.

In this particular valve, the load drain orifices have a
larger pressure drop than the pressure input orifices. The
short circuited pressure at pressure null is 1900 psi.

b. Dynamic Test Results

The valve exhibits its best dynamic response when the

input signal amplitude is 60 per cent rated differential current.
At this input, the -3 db point occurs at 58 cps. The 20 per cent
and 100 per cent amplitude curves reach the -3 db point at 35
cps and 48 cps respectively. This response is considerably
lower than that of the other valves tested. It appears that the
torque motor is the limiting element in the valve performance,
as the high hysteresis and low dynamic performance are to a
large extent a function cd the torque motor characteristics.
Response curves provided by Weston for this valve when tested
at the factory showed slightly better dynamic performance than
was attained in our tests.

c. General Operation

There is no readily available method of adjusting the null
of this valve, and, therefore, the nulls on the graphs do not
correspond exactly to the zero differential current point.

This valve was designed primarily for a stabilization
augmentation system wherein only a small amount of load flow
is required. The valve exhibited quite stable operational charac-
teristics and presented no difficulty during tent.

4. Bell SV-6C (Mod.)

a. Static Test Results

As the name implies, this valve is the SV-6C valve tested
during the previous program which was modified by Bell to con-
form to a later design. This valve exhibits a more linear flow
vs. differential current characteristic than the original version
and has very little flow saturation at full rated current input.

5
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The null of the valve is quite broad and flat, indicating
that the output spool is overlappedI. It is our understanding
that this valve has the same output spool as the original unit.
However, this valve exhibits much greater leakage, possibly

indicating wear of the pressure and drain control orifices
during the modification.

The pressure gain of this valve is very low, probably
due to the high leakage rate in conjunction with the overlapped
orificies. This valve might present problems in controlling a
load with an appreciable amount of friction.

The valve exhibits large null shifts when both oil temper-

ature and supply pressure are varied, probably because of itsadry torqute motor design. None of the valves employing dry
torque motors that have been tested to date have exhibited stable
null characteristics.

On this particular valve, the pressure drop is greater
on the supply orifices than the drain orifices, providing a low
load pressure at null. This could present oil compressibility
problems. The pressure-flow characteristics of the valve are
nearly parabolic.

b. Dynamic Test Results

The valve exhibited very good no-load frequency response.
Only one run was made at 60 per cent. The 3 db point occurred
at a frequency of 60 cps and a phase shift of 35 degrees. The
dynamic performance of this valve was improved over that of
the previous version by changes in the torque motor, indicating
once again that most dynamic limitations occur there.

c. General Operation

The valve operated very satisfactorily until after the
null shift tests, when the flapper developed a permanent set.
Since all the tests except the hysteresis test had been completed,
the valve was not returned for repair. The problem of flapper
offset also occurred with the previous version; no similar inci-
dent has been experienced with any other valve.

Before it became defective, the valve operated in a very

Sstable manner.
5S WADC TR 55-29 Pt IV 99
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F. Conclusions

Generally zeaking, the Bendix HR series valve performed as well
and in some instances better than the standard Moog valves tested during
the previous contract. Of course, this is only one valve against a con-
siderable number of Moog valves that have been tested at this laboratory
with comparable performance.

The dry torq ,e motor valves tested to date bave not been able to
match performance either statically or dynamically, with the "wet torque
motor" valves. It is possible that many of the future designs will utilize
the "stale" (stagnant oil) torque motor feature where the environment on
either side of the seal is more nearly matched to minimize null shift prob-
lems. To our knowledge, none of these valves are available commercially
as yet, although several companies are working on development of this
type of valve.

The Weston valve, which employs feedback between the output and
first stages, exhibited lower null shifts than did the three valves with
spring restrained output stages. However, its performance did not matchI
theirs in most otLer respects. It is, of course, realised that the valve is
still undergoing development.

One aspect which has not been covered in this report is the variance
in dynamic test results with different test equipment and different mounts.
The no-load frequency response of the valves tested with the new rig&id
test stand was considerably superior to that of the valves tested on the
old test setup..

This can be seen by comparing the no-load frequency responses of
the Moog 1402C and 1402X valves and the Cadillac Gage FC-2 and PC-2
valves when tested on the present test stand, Fig. 78 and the no-load
frequency response curves listed for the same valves in WADC TR 55-29,
Part II. The low amplitude input responses are more greatly affected
than the high amplitude responses. (This is not illustrated in Fig. 78.)

The question then arises, what type of test stand should be chosen
as a standard. The chances are that the test results of the old, less rigid
test stand will conform more closely with the valve responses in actual
aircraft operation. This is a question that must be answered in future
studies.
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